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The purpose of the European Association for
Transactional Analysis is the following:

Content

• To promote knowledge and research on Transactional
Analysis, to develop its theory, and to ensure agreed
standards of practice.

Presidential notes 1-2021

• To promote cooperation in Europe in the field of
Transactional Analysis.
• Membership: the members of the Association are
affiliated members of EATA through their national,
regional, international or specialist TA Associations,
which are affiliated with EATA.
• The rights and conditions of Affiliation are decided by the
EATA Council and laid down in the Council Regulations.
• Only exceptionally individual members can be accepted
where special circumstances warrant this.

EATA Communication Channels Survey
A Picture is Worth a Thousand Words!
Where is the ‘Feminine Archetype’ hiding
in Transactional Analysis?
The ethical? – Transactional Analysis and
the Deconstruction of Jacques
Derrida – questing the phenomenology
of the ethical
Exam Corner
In Memoriam
Jenni Hine- Obituary – October 2020
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Editorial

Dear EATA members,
it has been one of the hardest year for our joint work as global community. However, we are full
of content and news in this issue! We are opening the Newsletter, as usual, with the president’s
notes, but this time it has a special meaning to read his comforting and wise words coming from a
metaperspective. It is nice to be back to the level of common grounds and to remind ourselves about
our shared values, at least in this format, if not possible in person. As an Editor I am grateful and
proud to be connected with you in such a responsible capacity especially now when we mostly rely on
mediated communication and distant connection.
The Communication Committee will present their tasks, vision and support via some research they
conducted with our members. Online exams have taken place for the first time in the history of
examination procedure in EATA and ITAA! Read more about the reflections on this experience from
Professor Roberto Trinchero. After all, we have a TDRC Conference ahead of us which will need to call
on our capacities to be flexible and to construct options for mutual work and knowledge sharing.
We have also have a contribution from Helena Hargaden in this issue, which is an exiting addition.
Kristina Brajovic Car
EATA Newsletter Editor
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Presidential notes 1-2021
The Road goes ever on and on
Down from the door where it began.
Now far ahead the Road has gone, …

(Bilbo B.)
We work for EATA with pleasure and passion.
The workload is increasing, challenging,
sophisticated and enriching.

EATA ranges from Spain in the west to
Vladivostok in the East. Kazakhstan and
Kyrgyzstan are members that enrich our
membership in the East of Europe. The
decision of council was a rich and productive
decision because it fosters the question
what does this mean – ‘European’? In
EC we discussed intensely if we accept
Georgia’s request for affiliation, and after a
good exchange, we sent them the affiliation
package. It was helpful that Elena Soboleva
as Vice President from Russia took part in
this discussion. EATA becomes bigger and
more focused to ‘eastern Europe’. This is an
interesting shift, and we will form it with care.

We work for the aims of EATA
• To promote knowledge and research
on Transactional Analysis, to develop
its theory, and to ensure agreed
standards of practice
• To promote cooperation in Europe in
the field of Transactional Analysis
• To connect the affiliated members
of EATA through their national,
regional, international or specialist TA
Associations.

One other important aspect is the relationship
with ITAA. In my view and perception, we have
an excellent and improving relationship with
ITAA. In several meetings (TAWCS, Birmingham
WCTA – unwinding, webinar-team, newsletter –
linking, presidents – meetings) we develop and
maintain a respectful and reliable partnership
between partners that have different interests,
cultures and needs and that cooperate for the
benefit of both. I realize how helpful it is to
recognize that we are different in important
aspects to come together in our common
interests.

Due to these aims some relevant spotlights of our
work - Concerning the standards – we introduced a
‘Think Tank group’ to work with the topic of quality
standards in online exams. Some of the results you
find in this newsletter.
We cooperated with ITAA in several successful
meetings of TAWCS (Transactional Analysis world
council of standards) and committed a common
strategy to develop options to assess and to
propose options for online CTA and TSTA exams.
CTA online exams are an option meanwhile, TSTA
online exams are in the process now. In EC we are
thankful about the intense workload that COC and
PTSC manage in this challenge.

The WWW – Team (worldwide webinar) makes
a good job and continues to offer and provide
online meetings for members from all over
the world. It is touching and enriching to
discuss with colleagues from China, India, Asia,
America, Africa, Australia about belonging,
about coping with Covid 19, about contributing
to okay-ness in the world.

The discussion about the introduction of online
exams was intense, fruitful, and necessary because
we have a sharp conflict between quality protection
and customer focus. There were many requests
to install online exams quickly and flexible but
for me it was important to reflect this serious and
meaningful change of procedures in an appropriate
way. In my view we are successful with this careful
strategy – and we know and regret the frustration
of so many candidates whose exams have been
postponed and postponed.

Maintaining and improving EATA as a
professional, voluntary company is another key
task of EC. Some projects in this context:
• Introduce Intranet – a big,
complex and challenging process
• Clarify job descriptions and
contracts – an ongoing process that
will never end

Concerning connection of EATA with ‘the world:
council decided in 2020 that EATA shall stay as a
‘regional focused’ association and shall develop the
links to other associations in the world.
2
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We support EATA

• Clarify processes like election
of chairs, termination of
contracts, conference manuals

• to be and to become a space for
encounters with diverse persons,
associations and cultures

• Steps to improve the cooperation
between EC and the committees to
establish a common and open
leadership space for EATA

• to enable okay-ness in practice and
theory of so many practitioners and
teachers in Europe
• to maintain and protect the excellent
quality of transactional analyst’s work

The tasks of council 2020 have to be done
and we work with it – a taskforce on Ethics, a
taskforce on young professionals, a taskforce on
professionalization and more started their work.
We invite the delegates to reflect their work and
processes in meetings between the council 2020
and 2021.

• to establish a respectful and strong
participation in a developed
worldwide TA community.
A German poet wrote:

We accompany the insolvency process of the
Birmingham conference company and support
members to handle these processes. We supported
the Spanish association to present TA as a
scientific based approach and to prevent a discount
of TA as a pseudo therapy

“I live my life in growing rings,
who are drawn over things.
I might not do the last one,
but I will try to get it done.”
We work thoroughly and with pleasure. We do
one step after the other knowing that we are
not perfect. We are thankful for feedback for
our work and look forward to a common work.

(see the report in this newsletter).

For Executive Committee
Peter Rudolph
EATA president
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EATA Communication Channels
Survey
Deniz Guney
EATA Communication Committee
Dear members,
First and foremost, I hope the new year has started
well for all of you and that 2021 sees at least a
beginning of the end of these difficult times.
In January of this year, we carried out our first ever
survey about EATA’s communication channels with
the stated purpose of getting some insight and
recommendations from you, our members. We
wanted to see the level of awareness and usage of
these channels and find out what could be improved
upon. We are delighted to be able to share with you
the results of the survey and to thank all of you who
participated.

There were also many insightful and helpful
suggestions regarding the content, which
are so important for us to make this a
Newsletter which reflects our community
and profession even better than it does
already. I am sure all of our readers will join
me in thanking Kristina Brajovic Car for all
that she has done.

Perhaps the first highlight of the survey is the fact that
nearly 450 people took the time and effort to complete
the survey, with many people adding their own
comments and suggestions throughout the survey.
As well as being an indicator that we have got the
attention of so many of our members, having such
a high number of respondents will also be vital in
developing new and better communication strategies
and the various channels in line with the wishes of the
majority of our members. The sheer volume of ideas
and information gathered will certainly be a pleasant
headache for the Communication Committee.
As expected, the original flagship of our
communication strategy, the EATA Newsletter, turned
out to be the star of the survey with over 90% of
respondents aware of its publication and 80% reading
it on a regular basis. The vast majority of our readers
liked the content very much indeed, which again was
to be expected. However, we were both surprised and
thrilled at the number of people who took the time to
make comments and recommendations.
All of these will be taken into consideration and will
be vital in making a great communication tool even
better! Perhaps the most inspiring aspect of this part of
the survey were the large number of people who asked
for the Newsletter to be published on a more frequent
basis. In addition, there were a number of very helpful
comments on the design, which our editor Kristina will
use to continue her fabulous efforts to develop the
Newsletter and take it to the next level.
4

Awareness of our central hub of
communication www.eatanews.org was at
a similar level to that of the Newsletter, with
80% of respondents entering the website at
least once in 2020. As many of you know,
the site was recently revised in terms of
design and content.
Once again, the vast majority of
respondents were very positive about the
new website and many took the time to
write comments and suggestions. Many of
you found the new site more user friendly
and a great improvement on the old one
but we also noted a number of comments
about the need to make it easier to navigate
and find information. In the light of these
comments, we will be looking at ways to
make further improvements.
The most visited pages on the website
were Information about Exams and the
EATA Training and Examination Handbook
followed by the Homepage. Two of the
recent projects led by the Communication
Committee, namely the International
Trainers List and the TA Researchers
Database, also attracted a large number
of visitors. Both projects were initiated in
line with the strategy to connect and create
synergy between TA trainers, researchers
and our own community internationally.
Compared to our newsletter and website,
the awareness of our social media channels
amongst respondents is somewhat lower,
obviously one of the reasons is that they
are newer. It is also the case that a large
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number of our respondents do not use social
media at all. However, we see our role as exploring
different and new ways of communicating with
each other and disseminating content and
information to our members and the wider TA
community.

‘The 8 Relational Needs’.
Finally, LinkedIn is our newest channel and
with just a handful of posts and 657 followers,
it is not surprising that 94% of respondents
had never paid it a visit and 82.5% did not
know that it existed. As with Facebook, many
respondents do not even have an account.
LinkedIn is a channel which we hope to develop
in the coming year.

With nearly 4.5k followers, Facebook is our most
popular social media channel, despite the fact that
70% of respondents did not know that it existed
and 87% did not visit the page at all in 2020.
Looking at the survey comments it seems that a
sizeable number of members do not use Facebook
at all. Those who did take a look, did so out of
general curiosity. Respondents demanded more
regular updates on the page, especially information
about both EATA and national association events
and conferences.
Youtube is the platform we use for sharing videos
which our members can use to promote TA within
their own countries. At present this channel has
over 1,150 subscribers and 50 videos. We plan
to build upon this base and create a wealth of
suitable resources. However, the survey results
were strikingly similar to Facebook’s with 75%
of respondents not even aware of that we have
a Youtube channel and 83% not visiting in 2020.
Having said that, visitors liked the content and
demanded more of the same. Our top 3 superstar
videos at present are: at number 3 with 3.9k
views Adrienne Lee with ‘Process Contracting’, at
number 2 with 8.3 views Charlotte Sills with ‘The
Contracting Matrix’ and at number one with a
massive 23k views we have Richard Erskine with
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Over recent years we have made a great effort
to add to and improve our communication
channels in order to represent and interact with
our community more effectively. Thanks to the
survey, we have clearly seen that awareness
of these channels amongst our members is
not as high as it could be. However, I am sure
that this survey has played a great part in
increasing awareness and together with the
addition of new initiatives we are confident
that there will be a significant increase in
the interest, attention, and popularity of our
channels when we repeat the survey at the
start of 2022.
Many thanks again to the respondents and
thanks in advance to all of you for your
continued support, help and interest.
Kind regards and all the best for 2021!
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Online exams and face-to-face exams.
Any differences?
Dott. Roberto Trinchero
Università di Torino

Is face-to-face oral evaluation or online oral evaluation better? There is no one-way to answer to this
question. A better question to ask would be: ‘Better’ to what extent? The starting point should always be
the candidates’ skills set profile under evaluation.
What do we expect from eligible candidates? Do they have to know theories, models and procedures?
Do they have to prove their reflective skills?
Do they have to prove their communicative skills? Do they have to prove their ethical and values skills?
Do they have to show themselves as a reassuring and a well-balanced type of person? Alongside the
purely cognitive aspects, do the candidates have to make ‘a good impression’ on the committee?
A comparison between the two evaluation models that aims at describing the evaluation dynamics
associated to them, must start from these questions and use these questions as a term of comparison.
Moreover, to identify the features of the two models we will make use of the analysis of the features of
oral exams in relation to written ones, which is a highly debated topic in the literature (please refer to
the bibliography). Starting from these features, we will try to understand, on the one hand, what online
oral exams have and what they lack in and, on the other hand, which elements we can find in online oral
exams that are not present in face-to-face exams.
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Features of face-to-face oral exams
Undoubtedly, face-to-face oral exams are a long-standing procedure. In comparison to other forms
of evaluation, the clear advantage of face-to-face oral exams is that they can assess the candidates’
communicative skills in the context of a dialogue one-to-many (Wisker 2004). Generally, a face-to-face oral
exam assesses the mastery of content, the argumentation ability, the level of precision in giving definitions,
the consistency between the theoretical framework of reference and the argument provided by the candidates
and the originality of the discourse. Therefore, the key strength of face-to-face oral exams is that it is not
enough for the candidates to ‘know the contents’ but they are required to prove their ability and skills in
presenting their knowledge in front of a potentially critical audience, like for example an exam Board. Such
abilities and skills require significant mastery of contents together with adequate communication and
presentation skills.
The evaluation the interaction between a candidate and the Board takes place in a potentially stressful
environment for the candidates as they are not ‘anonymous’ and they are under observation. The candidates’
‘bad impression’ on the Board due to a lack of knowledge or inability in presenting contents properly, will
inevitably affect the candidates as individuals since it is their personal self that is physically present in front of
the Board.
For this reason, candidates are driven to make significant personal investment in face-to-face oral exams,
much more than in a written one in which ‘giving-it-a-go’ and failing it, has a much lower cost from an
emotional point of view. A personal investment means more studying, more mock-interviews, and more selfanalysis of the quality and level of one’s own studies.
In the context of an interactive evaluation, the candidates are highly focused generally on any signal that
comes from the members of the Board: non-verbal signals of assumed or real approval/disapproval, signals
of attention, boredom, agreement and intolerance are all elements that give candidates immediate feedback
about their performance. These signals allow alerted and self-confident candidates to make a ‘course
correction’ in progress (i.e.: if a member of the Board sends a non-verbal positive signal in response to a
candidate’s point, the candidate is likely to focus on it as the signal sent from the member of the Board is an
indicator of interest on that point; the candidate will react vice versa in case of non-verbal negative signals).
However, less confident candidates may show an emotional negative dynamic in response to non-verbal
negative disapproving signals and they may shut themselves away.
Therefore, a face-to-face oral exam is to all intents and purposes a physical-sensorial experience rather
than a cognitive one: it requires attention and concentration all-round, especially in front of Boards formed
of multiple members. It is not a mere coincidence that the state exam at the end of high secondary school
(esame di maturità) has always been considered for its high stress, cognitive, emotional and physical load
as a rite of passage from childhood to adulthood. As previously mentioned, the preparation needed for
face-to-face oral exams is different from the one needed for other types of examinations (Joughin 2007).
The language used in an oral presentation in front of a Board is different from the one used in written
communication as it puts other mental processes and abilities into play.
Such difference could be compared to the one that a researcher finds between writing a research report
and presenting the research results at a conference in front of an audience. Learning contents in a way
to master them and not simply memorizing them is, by all means, a cognitive and metacognitive process
that forces candidates to describe their knowledge through their personal use of the language, which they
control in terms of correctness and relevance. Therefore, a serious preparation for a face-to-face exam forces
candidates to delve deeper into the contents studied and to clarify their meaning to themselves. When the
Board handles interviews following a format close to the Socratic dialogue, it becomes possible to assess
the candidates’ understanding of the content looking for the limits of their knowledge and pushing them
towards seeking significant critical and argumentative ability. Interactive interviews are characterized by the

8
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fluidity of the discourse that makes the evaluation experience a ‘dynamic’ one; the questions asked by the
Board focus on the aspects that emerge gradually, in contrast with ‘static’ types of evaluation in which
the questions are the same for all candidates. Interviews handled in this manner, offer an ‘authentic’
evaluation of the candidates’ ability to hold the conversation and to argue their answers by defending
their ideas, demonstrating deep understanding and critical and argumentative ability (Gent, Johnston and
Prosser 1999). Being competent in a field also means being able to hold a conversation with an expert
without being intimidated by him/her. As it can be observed in other contexts, dialogues create knowledge
they do not simply transmit it. By acknowledging other people’s assertions, it is possible to expand, refine
and modify our own ideas and representations. In dialogues like these, a sort of alchemy of discourse
takes place (Hayes 2009) that facilitates, not only the creation of new meanings in the interaction, but it
also promotes the emergence of peculiar aspects of our own selves (Horton-Salway 2007).
This is particularly important in an evaluation interview where candidates have to make their best
possible impression to ‘please’ the Board. A dialogic-evaluative process hence does not only include
cognitive aspects, but it also includes emotional and relational ones; when ‘empathy’ among participants
is established, the dialogue may acquire higher productive value compared to when participants limit
themselves to mere formal communication.
From the Board’s point of view, the productive value is given by being able to delve deeper into the
candidates’ reasoning thus retrieving richer and more articulate evaluative information. From the
candidates’ point of view, establishing ‘empathy’ with the members of the Board, reduces exam anxiety
and allows candidates to express all their potential. Thus, the emotional value of an exam as the one
described above is remarkable (Carter 2008): in a written exam, anxiety is related to time running out,
whereas for an oral exam, anxiety is related to the candidates’ presentation and attempt at making an
overall good impression.
9
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Clearly, the candidates’ stress and emotion management skills become an aspect to be assessed,
starting from the body language signals transmitted. Self-confidence, self-consciousness, self-control
and way of acting and behaving in front of the Board, are all aspects that indicate the candidates’ level
of professionalism that is important to assess as it is essential in any work environment. Candidates
have to prove their ability in holding a conversation professionally in a potentially ‘threatening’ and risky
environment (Barnett 2007, 89) and this forces them to give their best at all levels. When facing an
interactive interview and not simply a ‘back and forth’, candidates have to give a real ‘social performance’
that has an even major value when it takes place in front of an audience. The audience could be made
of simply other candidates attending the examination. ‘Being under the spotlight’ forces candidates to
give their best at all levels. To this extent, it is important to notice that assessment of adult professional
profiles takes place in oral interactive interviews, even if these interviews are not used as an exclusive
parameter.
Oral interviews eliminate any possibility for cheating, as candidates are observed in their entirety. However,
the Board must be particularly careful to avoid supporting unfairly more extroverted candidates, who are
more self-confident, but without being necessarily better prepared (Wisker 2004). This type of assessment
has also other advantages in terms of the inclusivity of students with learning disabilities. (Waterfiled and
West 2006).

Features of face-to-face online oral exams

10
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The greatest advantage of face-to-face online oral exams is undoubtedly their affordability. There is no
need for Boards and candidates to travel, which consequently reduces travel and meal expenses. Travel
time is eliminated, so a two hours oral exam really takes two hours only, both for the Board and for the
candidates. There are no additional costs for exam locations (i.e.: renting a room). The feasibility of audiovideo recording online oral interactions for data gathering purposes is another important advantage.
Other people interested in the interaction can at a later time and without any additional costs, view the
recording to prepare themselves for the exam. This type of recording is less intrusive than a recording
done in a face-to-face interaction. Disadvantages are related to the greater depersonalization of online
interaction. Face-to-face interviews allow for a more authentic evaluation since the interactional situation
itself is more authentic. In an online oral interaction, candidates are not anonymous but they are less
‘exposed’ to the all-round observation of the Board. This may reduce the emotional engagement in the
interaction. The exam takes place in the comfort of ones’ home, which definitely has a reassuring effect,
but it lacks the evaluation value of ‘being in an unfamiliar’ situation; that is to say candidates will not find
themselves in an environment that may potentially cause them discomfort and push them, somehow, to
rethink themselves, and to put themselves to the test.
The aspects related to the physicality and body gestures (in the direction Board -> candidates and vice
versa) are definitely mitigated (body language is nearly all lost: gestures, para-verbal elements, eye
contact…) and this reduces the chances of establishing empathy between Board and candidate.
The ‘bodily’ element of knowledge, which characterized face-to-face oral exams, is completely lost in
face-to-face online oral exams (Walstad 2001)
Candidates are still anxious in online oral exams, but their anxiety is different from the one they have in
face-to-face exams. In online oral exams, anxiety is caused mainly by the different interactional context,
by a less familiarity with the technological devices and to connectivity issues (voices cutting down or being
continuously disturbed or too low, candidates’ frozen video images, voice and video unsynchronized,
low video quality …).
Connectivity issues can be emotionally destabilizing for the Board as well, not only for the candidates.
Due to the diminishing of the emotional value of the online interaction and to travel reduction costs,
candidates may be inclined to take online oral exams less seriously, considering that failing an online
oral exam does not bear the same ‘weight’ as failing a face-to-face exam. Therefore, candidates may be
tempted to ‘give-it-a-go’ without being properly prepared to sit the exam or without paying too much
attention to elements that make a room suitable for an online oral exam (mobile phones turned off,
other people entering the room, background noise …).
The attenuation of the emotional and gestural aspects, leads to over focusing on the cognitive
components as the other ones become less important. There is a risk for the online oral dialogue to
be reduced to the sum of many interactions one-to-one, rather than being a real interaction one-to-many.
Turn taking is less intertwined and communication tends to become more ‘back and forth’, which takes
away most of the advantages discussed in the previous paragraph. The cognitive level is undermined by
the fact that different ways of cheating become possible. The verbal and nonverbal contact among the
members of the Board is more difficult. It is more challenging to discuss thoroughly graphs, charts and
diagrams drawn during the online interaction unless an electronic board is shared. Then, there may be
privacy issues from people who do not want to show the room they find themselves in.
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(Verona,QuiEdit, 2021); Mixed methods in educational research I mixed methods nella ricerca educativa
(Milano, Mondadori, 2019) Strategies for thinking.Evidence-based activities for better didactics and
learning Strategie per pensare. Attività evidence-based per migliorare la didattica e gli apprendimenti in aula
(Milano, FrancoAngeli, 2015);
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Dear colleagues,
You can submit your papers, workshops and presentation proposals for EATA TA Research and
Theory Development conference, that will be organized by TAUS - Balkan Association for
Transactional Analysis (Belgrade, Serbia) and EATA between July 16th and 18th, 2021.
The theme of this event is:

Developing Autonomy and Resilience.
We kindly ask for:
• Research and theory papers- the duration for the presentations no longer that 20 minutes
for presentation and 10 minutes for questions
• Panels- collection of three to four papers on the same theme, often by members of the
same research team (120 minutes)
• Workshops- these need to be research or theory focused (120 minutes)
• Posters- research project related, can be done by students who want to show what they’re
doing, but not present a full paper.
In each application you need to have the title, name of the presenter and their qualifications,
category of presentation, abstract.
Your applications for papers and workshops will be accepted until March 1st, 2021. Papers
should refer to the 4 fields of Transactional Analysis: Counseling, Educational TA, Organizational TA
or Psychotherapy accordingly to your field of practice.
We are fondly anticipating your proposals and ideas.
The deadline for proposal submission is 15th of March 2021.
For submitting the papers please fill the form posted on EATA website and send it to 202@taus.rs

TDRC Organizing Conference Team
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A Picture is Worth a Thousand Words!
Where is the ‘Feminine Archetype’ hiding in Transactional
Analysis?
Introduction
I was very much struck by the picture in the
last edition of the EATA News where I saw eight
men and one woman under the title ‘Honoring
Transactional Analysts’. A friend and colleague
who was in the picture said he was embarrassed
to be in it and pointed out that it was particularly
ironic since it wasn’t representative of the
women the ITAA was honoring. Drawing on
conversations with colleagues, supervises and
clients I feel inspired to write the following brief
article in which I share my associations with the
picture. In my analysis, I suggest that there is an
unconscious repression/denial of the vulnerable,
symbolized by the ‘feminine’ archetype (Jung) in
our organizations. I then look at data, and give
examples of how the unconscious reveals itself
in our behavior, structures, attitudes and belief
systems. I end on a note of hope for changing
ourselves with the wonderful story of the Cherokee
prophesy of the Bird of Humanity. My hope is for
this to be the beginning of a conversation between
us all. I am very happy to receive feedback for
those wishing to promote further conversations
within our TA communities.

out connection with the Jungian ideas of the
‘anima’ and ‘animus’.
My Associations
Bernstein - Berne - to Bernstein

My Mind
My associations with the picture are obviously
linked to who I am as a person and the type of
mind I have developed. As a qualified transactional
analyst of many years’ standing I have integrated
psychoanalysis and Jungian analysis into my
clinical thinking and, in collaboration with others,
have developed a relational clinical sensibility.
This involves understanding the unconscious
as a system of chaos, unthought knowns and
buried treasures that can inform us constructively
about how to live with vitality. As the daughter
of an immigrant I have always had a political eye
open towards the vulnerable and the outsider
and as a feminist I have learned to appreciate the
urgency to move towards a society which is based
on mutuality and equity. Having spent the last
twenty-eight years initially in analysis, and later in
supervision with a Jungian analyst, I have an inside
14

On the subject of changing his name from
‘Bernstein’ Berne wrote, "The choice is whether
to keep the name and make it illustrious like
the conductor, Leonard Bernstein (steyn) or to
change it altogether and turn one's back on
the Semitic factor" (Jorgensen & Jorgensen,
1984, p. 34).” In my article (2003) I went on
to reflect that the loss of ‘Stein’ suggested
to me that Berne was trying to conceal his
vulnerability as a form of protection. I made the
observation that the loss of ‘stein’ also reflects
a loss of the ‘feminine’. The feminine is the part
of our psyches perhaps most denigrated and
therefore most vulnerable. The feminine can
be experienced as a threat to concrete linear
thinking because it is relationally complex,
chaotic and unknown. It is symbolised by
the moon which reflects the mystery of life.
Translated into relational TA the feminine
involves engaging with intersubjectivity and the
continual flow of reciprocal mutual experience.
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women have not been in the right conditions
to engage with their animus (often for
example (but not always) having a demeaning,
misogynistic, inadequate father) their sense
of power is depleted. This powerlessness is
enacted through manipulative and attacking
behavior influenced by unreconstructed
masculine forces which they have introjected
from the macho (misogynistic) culture. Like
a virus, this macho infection seems to attach
itself to unprotected people who are vulnerable
to feeling powerless with low self-esteem but
desiring of some power - any type of power.

Anima and Animus - Archetypal
Representations of the Feminine and Masculine
The reason why I equate the loss of ‘stein’ with
the loss of the feminine is that I understand the
‘feminine’ not as gender, but as a natural yet
disrespected and neglected part of our psyche. As
is well established, Jung described the feminine in
men as their ‘anima’ meaning that, if men wished
to become whole in themselves, they were required
to engage with unconscious archetypal feminine
qualities. Contrary to what is sometimes imagined
that men need to become more feminine, it
actually means that in practice men become more
who they are. According to Jung it involves men
owning and appreciating their wisdom, nurturing
capacity, the transcendent and the spiritual. It
has certainly been true in my clinical experience
that men who do engage with their ‘anima’
become more fully confident and effective as
human beings. The same can be said for women
in reverse. In this schema women are required to
engage with their ‘animus’, the masculine aspect of
their psyche. This does not make them more male,
or masculine. Instead, it enables them to become
more confidently who they are as human beings
and embrace their feminine qualities in congruent
and open ways: in more modern parlance to be
less binary.

Our TA Organisations
How do these unreconstructed masculine
forces emerge in our organizations? We first
need to understand these forces as systemic
unconscious institutionalized misogyny. Since
misogyny is quite ubiquitous in our world
anyway it need not be a cause for guilt but
rather a stimulus for action. Below are specific
examples, and some data, which demonstrate
how my analysis is reflected in practice within
our organizations.
The Emphasis on Internationalism and
What That Means in Practice
All educated and thoughtful people connect
with the idea of internationalism as a worthy
humanitarian goal. I want that interconnection
with others as much as everyone else.
However, as it is practiced in our organization,
it involves denying social and theoretical
cultural differences within our structures. For
example, a TA person who has studied clinical
psychology as their first theory and then
learned classical (cognitive behavioral) TA on
top of that can examine a person who has been
steeped in relational TA education, and who
comes from an educational culture which has
a significant critique of clinical psychology.
When I objected, on behalf of a client who
went through a needlessly unpleasant and
uninformed examination, I was silenced and
told that this was the ‘international way’. In
this instance the term internationalism was
used to camouflage an authoritarian attitude
that cannot tolerate a critique of its approach.

Unfortunately, it is a truth I have often observed
that women who do not engage with their ‘animus’
are more inclined to introject an unreconstructed
male cultural attitude. In my clinical practice I have
observed how women who present as powerless,
envious or angry with the men in their lives appear
to be caught up in a paradoxical mix of admiration
and envy towards men. At the same time there is
also an envy of those women who have integrated
their animus. When female clients work through
this painful but healthy process of owning the
‘animus’ aspects of their psyche those which are,
according to Jung, associated with authority, the
warrior - the magician - the lover, they are inclined
towards a more straightforward and conscious
ownership of their power.
Unreconstructed Masculine Forces Emerging
Through the Female Gender
So, paradoxically, it seems to me, it will be those
women who have failed to engage with their
animus who, most often, perpetuate the unequal
state of affairs between the genders. When
15
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The CTA Examination in Psychotherapy
Many people sign up to train for this examination.
They spend a lot of money and many years attempting
to go through the many hurdles involved in achieving
their goal. In doing so they pay their membership
fee for years often getting nowhere near completion
of their goal. This is often described as a failure
by the individual and put down to something to
do with their ‘process’. This way of thinking splits
the subject from the object. It is a binary process.
There is no intersubjectivity or mutuality. In this
way we are protected as an organization from our
systemic failures. The CTA requirements are set
too high compared to what is required by regulated
psychotherapy exams in other countries. When I
have questioned this I have been told that it is about
‘standards’. There is absolutely no evidence that the
CTA is a better qualification than others. For instance,
in the UK the CTA is not recognized but is used as a
route to become UKCP registered. However, there are
now moves within the UK for some institutes to make
TA compatible with the other models of psychotherapy
such as Gestalt, Person Centred etc., who do not have
the same amount of hurdles to become qualified.
EATA as a Tribe?
In the most recent communication from EATA the
organization described itself as a tribe. Is this another
example of a type of binary macho thinking as referred
to in my associations above? The idea of a tribe
conjures up a sense of defensiveness, divisiveness
associated with clannish types of connection and
behaviors. How can a professional organization
describe itself in this way? Again, I see this as linked
to an unconscious binary and misogynist process.
Bureaucracy as a Defense
There is clearly a problem posed by an excessive
reliance on bureaucracy. Far from protecting clients
or trainees, it exposes a deep sense of defensiveness
on the one hand and keeps us in a hierarchal pyramid
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which protects the few at the expense of the
many.
The question that arises from this critique
is what is the way forward for our TA
organizations?
The Cherokee Prophecy
The Cherokee prophecy describes the bird of
humanity as having a male wing and a female
wing. This bird has been flying for centuries
with primarily only its male wing. The female
wing has been weakened, truncated and rather
shy. The male wing has had to keep the bird of
humanity afloat with a consequence that it has
become over muscular, over developed, and,
in fact, become violent. As a result, the bird
of humanity has been flying around in circles.
The prophecy says that in the 21st century the
female wing will fully extend and express itself
fully in men and women. The male energy
or the yang energy will relax and the bird of
humanity will soar.
Here’s hoping! So, despite the edginess of my
critique, which hopefully can be understood
and received as a message from the female
wing, exerting her power, and coming out
from under the shadows of her shyness and
truncated sense of power, maybe we can hold
out hope that this bird of humanity finds a way
to fly through the corridors of our organizations
and helps them to become more congruently
welcoming of diversity of training, of nonlinear theoretical perspectives, of critiques,
of more fluidity and mutuality, and more
acknowledgment of the complexity of our
relational selves.
If we go with the myth, it is a case of fly or die!
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Hargaden, H. (2003). Then we’ll come from the shadows. The
Script, 33(5), 1, 6-7.
Jorgensen, E. W., & Jorgensen, H. I. (1984). “Eric Berne:
Master gamesman: A transactional biography.” New York:
Grove Press.
Helena Hargaden MSc, D.Psych, TSTA (P) works in Sussex
(UK) where she has her private practice. Drawing on her
experience in Jungian analysis and psychoanalytic supervision
she developed relational perspectives in TA in collaboration
with others. Co-editor and author of a variety of papers she
has been widely published and translated into a number of
other languages. She was awarded the Eric Berne Memorial
Award in 2007 for her work with Charlotte Sills on the
‘Domains of Transference’. She is one of the original founders
of the International Association of Relational Transactional
Analysis and is an international speaker on relational
psychotherapy. Her latest book with William Cornell is ‘The
Evolution of a Relational Paradigm in Transactional Analysis:
What’s the Relationship Got To Do with It?’ published in
November, 2019.
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Corner on Ethics
The ethical? – Transactional Analysis and the Deconstruction
of Jacques Derrida – questing the phenomenology of the
ethical
Part Two
Robin Hobbes
EATA Ethical Advisor
This notion of the conditional and the
unconditional is focussed by Derrida on the
idea of a gift. The extent to which a gift – forms
of giving – are conditional or unconditional.
What does it mean to give unconditionally?

In the last issues of the EATA Newsletter I
introduced some of the ideas of Jacques Derrida –
a phenomenological philosopher. I suggested that
turning our attention to Derrida can provide us
with a sophisticated understanding of the ethical
qualities within Transactional Analysis practice.
In particular I emphasized a constant dynamic
Derrida notices between two “poles” or aspects
of existing. He does not seek to prioritize these
“poles” but rather wishes to name them … to
notice them. One of the forms the two “poles”
take form is that of the social on one hand and the
individual on the other.

This takes me to an examination of the
Transactional Analysis idea of strokes – a
unit of recognition. Recognition is one of the
psychological hungers and as such considered
a primary organizing process in Transactional
Analysis. TA claims that the force driving the
pursuit of recognition is equivalent to food –
hence the use of the word hunger. Food is a
requirement for existence. A psychological
hunger is similarly a requirement for existence.
To sustain ourselves in the world a complex
relational process emerges. This appears as we
develop a sense of our identity within a social
world. We seek forms of recognition based on
a sense we have of who we are, who others
are and what the world is like. Someone who
develops a sense of themselves as unlovable
can easily orientate their relationships with
people in which experiences of being unloved
are developed and sustained and similarly
those who develop senses of themselves as
lovable develop and sustain the presence
of love with others. Most of us construct a
“mix” of the unlovable and the lovable and
notice, sustain and develop forms of relating
that sustain this unique balance we have
constructed.

Derrida described himself as a deconstructionist.
He means by this that he wants to “open” the
world through a form of “taking apart” so that
something different can be constructed. I likened
this to the practice of TA therapy in which we
could make sense of TA as a practice as being
essentially deconstructive. A project in which a
practitioner create optimal conditions for the client
to deconstruct their world and create anew.
These two poles and their acknowledgement
is an important part of deconstruction. Two of
the “poles” that he constantly moves between
is that of the social and that of the individual.
He consistently does not want to claim one is
“better” than the other. He wants to constantly
alert his readers to a sense that nothing singular
can be settled into as the “story”. That there is no
singular explanation for the experience of being.
Another twin “poles” frame Derrida uses is in the
distinction he makes between conditionality and
unconditionality.

The model of recognition hunger gets
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developed into two types of two unconditional/
conditional and positive/negative. There is much
written on the notion of unconditional recognition. The
giving of an unconditional stroke. When I first heard of
this idea it deeply affected me. To be recognized with
no condition on that recognition and for that to be
known as positive seemed profoundly exhilarating.
As the converse – unconditional negative recognition seemed profoundly diminishing. Unconditional positive
recognition was something to aspire to and live with
others.It is here that I can start to blend in some
aspects of Derrida’s thought. According to Derrida the
unconditionality in giving is something we can aspire
to but never fulfill. This would be what Derrida means
by the gift.
What does it mean to give unconditionally in the sense
that Derrida suggests? It would mean a form of giving
in which there is no expectation whatsoever in the
giver or the receiver. There would be no motive in the
giving just giving. There would be no gain for the giver.
It could only exist in forms of anonymity. The giver has
no interest in being perceived as a giver. No desire or
purpose in being noticed. There would be no means
towards an end in this form of relating. There would
be no economy in relating. No way that if I give you
this you will give me that. This unconditionality entails
profoundly challenging moments in which that that is
present is simply unconditional giving.
In the Transactional Analysis world, the practitioner
is usually a worker. She engages in an economy in
which an exchange occurs resulting in the practitioner
working with a client. The notion of unconditional
giving, in Derrida’s meaning, does not exist. Positive
unconditional stroking is not this “pure” form of the
unconditional. Of course, practitioners often engage
from an attitude of the unconditional but they do
not fulfill unconditionality in its pure sense. There
is always present some forms of condition. The
practitioner exists on this swaying, pivoting process
in which both conditionality and unconditionality
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have a presence. This is the twin “poles” idea
remerging in Derrida’s thought but not between
the social and the individual as I discussed last
time but this time between the conditional and
the unconditional.
In addition, Derrida focuses on giving … on
the gift. He suggests that the notion of an
unconditional gift is a deeply influencing
process that we aspire to but never reach
in its complete fullness. Some theological
philosophers such as John Caputo suggest
that this is a pointing to the divine in which an
unconditional gift is a form of divine insistence
that pulses through the world we live within. I
wonder if, as Transactional Analysts, in those
moments when we pursue the unconditional
positive forms of recognition, are we
responding to a call of divinity?
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Exam Corner

CTA-exam January 19/20th, 2021 online

Congratulations to successful candidates

Sabina Fabarius
Kerstin Warnke-Däkers
Susanne Kämper-Stephan
Elke Mowat
Jacqueline Huber Chichande Renteria
Rebecca Petersen
Heike Anna Koch
Jörg Volker Veit
Franziska Dönni
Monika Ricklin

(CTA-C)
(CTA-E)
(CTA-E)
(CTA-O)
(CTA-C)
(CTA-C)
(CTA-P)
(CTA-C)
(CTA-C)
(CTA-E)

And thanks to all examiners

Adelheid Krohn-Grimberghe, Anette Dielmann, Anna Krieb, Anne Huschens, Bea Schild, Bettina
Heinrich, Christoph Seidenfus, Franz Liechti-Genge, Gerlinde Ziemendorff, Guglielmo Menon,
Helmut Bickel, Iris Fassbender, Jürg Bolliger, Karl-Heinz Schuldt, Karola Brunner, Kirsten Biskup,
Kirsten Jetzkus, Klaus Sejkora, Margarethe Podlesch, Peter Rudolph, Rolf Balling, Susanne Alt,
Titus Bürgisser, Uschi Oesterle
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Online- Exams Supervisors

January 2021, examiners

Nicole Lenner (ehem. Kabisch)
Mayke Wagner-Froböse
COC representative
Sabine Blumenstein
Technical support:
Christin Nierlich, Jürg Bolliger und Guglielmo Menon
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Successful CTA candidates all in the field of psychotherapy

Laura Balbuena Cardenas
Marilia Buono
Michela Burgio
Taisia Cannizzaro
Sara Ceglia
Rosa Coluzzi
Francesca Daunisi
Grazia De Benedectis
Melania Demartis
Stefania Di Flavio

Francesco Di Marzio
Maria Pina Gambula
Agnese Giovannella
Giorgia Laudani
Chiara Luisi
Antonello Mattia
Caterina Miranda
Giovanna Monsurrò
Lorenzo Montecchiani
Gilda Nicoletti
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Enrica Panigutti
Giulia Patruno
Daniele Raspanti
Emanuele Stanisci
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Thanks to Examiners and observers
Mara Adriani, Cinzia Andreini, Laura Bastianelli, Silvia Barrera, Raffaela Barbon, Chiara Bergerone, Teresa
Bevilacqua, Susanna Bianchini, Silvana Bove, Cristina Caizzi, Erika Cardeti, Eleonora Carozza, Davide
Ceridono, Debora Contino, Emilia Corrias, Valeria Deiana, Lucio D’Alessandriis, Maria Luisa De Luca, Carla
De Nitto, Davide De Villa, Daniela Di Legge, Mirella Finistauri, Francesca Foca, Nadia Fratter, Tiziana
Frazzetto, Paola Fulignoli, Giuliano Grossi, Monica Guarise, Massimo Gubinelli, Stefano Iapichino, Rita
Inglese, Antonella Liverano, Elisabetta Loi, Vincenzo Lucarini, Sandra Maffei, Raffaele Mastromarino, Catia
Martorello, Cinzia Messana, Carla Montixi, Annarita Onnis, Silvia Patrussi, Amelia Pulvirenti, Emilio Riccioli,
Maria Rizzi, Mariangela Rossi, Milena Rosso, Sara Schietroma, Mara Scoliere, Domitilla Spallazzi, Giulia
Tosato, Marco Tineri, Massimo Vasale, Daniela Viale, Claudia Visone
Exam coordinator: Silvia Tauriello
Assistant: Roberta Sanseverino, Claudia D’Aversa
Process facilitator: Maria Teresa Tosi
EATA Moderator: Sabine Blumenstein
Successfull candidates – Metanoia special exams
All in the field of psychotherapy
19th November 2020

20th November 2020

Stéphane Mayoux
Yasmin Ghanim
Jessica Levy
Przemyslaw Jakub Potorski
Fionnuala Rupchand

Judith Williamson
Ben Dustin
Priya Mishra
Simeon Vellani
Anna Batcheler
Julia Normington

Congratulations!
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Here are the lists of successful examinees passing their CTA oral.
The online exams were administered on January 29-30, 2021. Listed are their areas and the home region.
Please join us in congratulating these individuals.

Elina Belyayeva

CTA

P

Homburg, Germany

Alina Comendant

CTA

P

Ploiesti, Romania

Claire Ellis

CTA

P

Leicester, UK

Oksana Fieofani

CTA

P

Odessa, Ukraine

Miek Hehenkamp

CTA

O

Oudega, Netherlands

Marina Ionescu

CTA

P

Bucuresti, Romania

Josefine Josefsson

CTA

P

Stocksund, Sweden

Maja Koren Kocjančič

CTA

P

Ljubljana, Slovenia

Suzanne Lines

CTA

O

Malmesbury, UK

Daniela-Laura Lucanu

CTA

P

Rucharest, Romania

Maya Lutay

CTA

P

Moscow, Russia

Jo Schaeffer

CTA

P

Woollahra, Australia

Olivier Sprangers

CTA

O

Amersfoort, Netherlands

Adri van den Brand

CTA

E

Berlicum, Netherlands

Froukje Willering

CTA

E

Zwolle, Netherlands

Gunjan Zutshi

CTA

P

Bangalore, India

Exam Supervisors: Jacqueline van Gent and Sue Eusden
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In Memoriam
Jenni Hine
by Bill Cornell

Jenni Hine died quietly in her sleep at the age of
94 in late October. After more than 3 decades of
service and creativity devoted to transactional
analysis and the ITAA in Geneva, Jenni retired
to her home country of England where she lived
independently until a fall last year. In notifying
Jenni’s friends and colleagues of her passing,
Alison Hine wrote about how she and her sisters
had done their best to remain close to Jenni,
even with the restrictions on meeting in person
due to the pandemic. She described how Jenni’s
daughter Marion read to her from her favorite
Arthur Ransome novels, how daughter Jessica
took Jenni on FaceTime horse-drawn carriage
walks through the Suffolk countryside, and
how Alison herself showed Jenni old family
pictures, which, until near the end, she was able
to recognize. On the morning of Jenni’s death,
Alison sang to her, calling in the rest, peace,
and love that surrounded her, especially from
her three daughters, even though Alison did not
know Jenni would die in the middle of the night.
Jenni was pivotal in organizing the first
international transactional analysis conference
in Villars, Switzerland, in 1975. While she was
undertaking her own TA training, Jenni brought
a variety of trainers to introduce transactional
analysis to the Geneva area
In 1993, with Anne-Marie Guicquero, Jenni founded the Centre d’Analyse Transactionnelle Geneva and oversaw
the direction of the center until her retirement. During a crucial period of the evolution of the relationships
between the ITAA and EATA, Jenni, as a member of the ITAA Board of Trustees, was a cochair of the longrange planning task force that developed the first cooperative agreements between the two organizations. With
her husband, Mervyn, who became ITAA Treasurer, Jenni developed the idea of the TAlent system to make
membership more affordable for transactional analysts working in economically limited regions. Although she
was rarely in the forefront, Jenni was a working force behind the scenes to support the growth and recognition
of TA around the world.
One of Jenni’s deepest (and at the time most rebellious) passions was her advocacy for the recognition of
counseling as a profession with a skill set distinct from psychotherapy. In a 1999 article she wrote, “Counseling
and more socially/cognitively oriented methods of treatment are often viewed as a tolerated underclass in
health care rather than as a recognized specialty and a valued profession, a practice to which transactional
analysis has not been immune” (Cornell & Hine, 1999, p. 176).
Jenni authored several articles in the Transactional Analysis Journal, including some of the earliest explorations
of brain research and TA theory. Her 1990 article “The Bilateral and Ongoing Nature of Games” has become a
classic, foreshadowing the evolution of relational models in transactional analysis.
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Having been a close colleague and friend of Jenni’s through her years of work in Founex and Geneva, I took
great pleasure in witnessing, and sometimes participating in, her quiet, persistent, rebellious questioning and
creating. She will be missed.
Reference
Cornell, W. F., & Hine, J. (1999). Cognitive and social functions of emotions: A model for transactional analysis
counselor training. Transactional Analysis Journal, 29(3), 175–185.
Hine, J. (1990). The bilateral and ongoing nature of games. Transactional Analysis Journal, 20(1), 28–39.

Jenni Hine- Obituary – October 2020
From Julie Hay

I am so sorry to hear that Jenni Hine has died. I had contact with her and husband Mervyn over many years
and they made great contributions to the TA community. I still remember fondly our initial meeting, when
as a TA beginner I had travelled to Switzerland for a conference and discovered that we were being made
welcome in their home before being taken in a group to the conference venue. I also enjoyed joining them
many years later for their wedding anniversary party.
Recently I was also in contact by email with Jenni about one of the significant contributions made by her and
Mervyn. I was correcting misinformation and making sure that Jenni and Mervyn got the credit for the original
idea about giving discounts to people in economically-disadvantaged countries. They had come to me with
this idea when I was EATA President and I was really pleased to get it introduced. We joked about how they
were making the bullets and I was firing the gun, because previously their idea had not been picked up on.
We named it the TAlent as a play on TA and the name for money. When I then became ITAA President, I
was delighted to introduce the same idea there, which was why I acted so quickly when Isaw that ITAA were
publishing inaccurate information and not crediting them with the idea.
I went on to use the same idea when I was one of the founders of the European Mentoring & Coaching
Council, and also in the Institute for Developmental TA, as well as into my own TA training business, and
various other initiatives. Although it was cancelled, I managed to convince the major TA associations that the
TAlent idea should be implemented in its correct original format for the World TA Conference that was due to
have been run in the UK in July. I am pleased that, thanks to her daughter Marion’s efforts with emails, I was
able to make sure that Jenni knew that this idea was still going strong.
Jenni also contributed much to TA theory. Her material on games, and how couples can trace the start
of a game back to the honeymoon, is so enlightening for clients, as is her TA explanation of Stern’s RIGs
(Representations of Interactions that have been Generalized). And I am sure Jenni would want us to credit
Mervyn also, who was at CERN when they introduced the Internet. So, we are unlikely to ever forget their
several legacies to the TA community and through us, to a many others.
References
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TA-Seminare Dr. Anne Kohlhaas-Reith
www.ta-kohlhaas-reith.de
WORKSHOP WITH RICHARD ERSKINE, PH.D., VANCOUVER, CANADA
DATE: SEPTEMBER 24, – SEPTEMBER 27, 2021
TITEL: APPLYING CHILD DEVELOPMENT THEORY AND RESEARCH IN PSYCHOTHERAPY
WITH ADULT CLIENTS AS WELL AS IN THE FIELDS OF COUNSELING, EDUCATION AND
ORGANIZATION – FOR DETAILED DESCRIPTION PLEASE SEE ABOVE WEBSITE
FEE: € 990,00 | PREPAYMENT AFTER REGISTRATION € 200,00 | LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
PLACE: WALDKIRCH, NEAR FREIBURG/BREISGAU, GERMANY
START: FRIDAY 10 AM | END: MONDAY 2 PM
REGISTRATION: WEBSITE OR BY MAIL:
kohlhaas.reith@t-online.de
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We offer training in Psychotherapy, Educational and Organisational TA and welcome applications for
our Foundation Year (Psy & Org), Advanced courses and Exam Groups (all Fields).
Face-to-face and international, online courses available.
CTAs in any field can get an MSc via our APL system.

TA101 – UNDERSTANDING SELF AND OTHERS
With Adrienne Lee TSTA(P)

The official introduction to Transactional Analysis. All welcome!
Tuesday – Thursday 9 – 11 February 2021 ONLINE
Monday – Wednesday 26 – 28 April 2021 ONLINE
Tuesday – Thursday 1 – 3 June 2021 ONLINE
Thursday – Friday 22 – 23 July 2021

TA PROCESS THERAPY GROUP with Adrienne Lee TSTA(P)

The therapy group will be experiential and also a training experience. We will experience, demonstrate
and analyse the different styles and processes of leadership and work that can be done in a group
setting according to the theory and practice of Transactional Analysis. It is an opportunity for anyone
to gain 16 group therapy or accredited advanced TA training hours.
Tuesday – Thursday 5 – 7 January 2021
Thursday – Friday 17 – 18 June 2021

3 days ONLINE

REDECISION WORKSHOPS with Mil Rosseau PTSTA(E)

These workshops offer you an opportunity for intensive personal experience and ‘hands-on’ learning
of the Redecision approach. Mil is from Belgium and trained with The Gouldings. He is one of the
leading practitioners of Redecision Therapy in the world.
Saturday – Sunday 27 – 28 February 2021 ONLINE
Saturday – Sunday 3 – 4 April 2021 ONLINE
Saturday – Sunday 26 – 27 June 2021 ONLINE

PROFESSIONAL EXCELLENCE WORKSHOPS (PEW)
With Adrienne Lee TSTA(P) & Mark Widdowson TSTA(P)

Intensive, international, experiential workshop to prepare people for their exams at all levels and for
those wanting to expand and stretch their professional competence and confidence.
Friday – Sunday 5 – 7 March 2021
Friday – Sunday 10 – 12 September 2021

THE BERNE INSTITUTE ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAMME – ‘LIVING TA’

With Debbie Jelpke PTSTA(P) & Annette Terry PTSTA(P)
Our popular programme of monthly workshops, focussing on personal development and the
application of TA to everyday life and the wider community. We welcome anyone who has done a
TA101. See website for further details. Although the focus is not on training, hours will count towards
accreditation.

ONLINE SEMINARS

Follow us on Eventbrite for details of our diverse, midweek, monthly seminars. Coming up:
TA at The Eleventh Hour with John Heath TSTA(P)
on Wednesday 13 January 2020 5.30 – 7.30pm GMT
Please book to attend via Eventbrite.co.uk. We look forward to welcoming you.
FOR ALL ENQUIRIES: www.theberne.com 01509 673649 office@theberne.com
Our programmes are quality assured by Middlesex University

The Berne Institute - Promoting Excellence, Autonomy & Homonomy
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Exciting new
online courses
coming up in 2021

Enhance your knowledge and improve your portfolio by
joining one of our online courses or workshops this year.
ONLINE COURSES 2021

ONLINE WORKSHOPS

Organisational TA

The Link Centre is running by-donation,
online workshops on Tuesdays (6pm-8pm)
and Mondays (10am- 12pm).

with Sabine-Inken Schmidt PTSTA (P)
We have an ongoing series of Organisational TA Workshops
including Structure and Dynamics of Organisations and Groups
(four weekend days between 6 March and 11 April 2021, in four
hour sessions) and various other two-hour workshops.

Working with Groups

with Janine Piccirella PTSTA (P)
17 and 18 April, 9.30am-4.30pm
Suitable for those who have qualified and those who are still in
training, this two-day course will extend your knowledge and skill
base to work with counselling groups.

We are thrilled to open these up to even more
people by offering simultaneous translation into
various languages. We are starting with Italian,
Croatian, Russian, Romanian and Hindi and others
will be available very soon.

Certificate in Working Creatively
with Fleur Newton-Edwards PTSTA (P)
18 hours, on six Monday evenings between 6.30-9.30pm on
10, 17, 24 May and 7, 14 and 21 June.
Working creatively can be a powerful tool in therapy and it
can help invite your client’s child into the therapy room.

Relational Neuroscience: An
Introduction to Interpersonal
Neurobiology
with Rebecca Davies PTSTA (P)
30 hours on ten Wednesday evenings between 5-8pm
from 19 May to 21 July.

@TheLinkCentreUK

www.linkedin.com/company/thelinkcentreuk

www.facebook.com/TheLinkCentre

@TheLinkCentre

•

Training in Counselling & Psychotherapy Counselling Skills
Transactional Analysis Supervision CPD Workshops

•

•
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